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In Zagreb there are 34 hotels of different 
categories, and only three of them are fi ve star 
hotels. Our capital takes up a quarter of our 
country’s population and it is the centre of all 
major social, political and economic events during 
the whole year. This old mid-European town is also 

business, academic, cultural, artistic and sport center of Croatia. Near Zagreb, there is the fourth hotel from this region, 
Bežanec Castle.

The following three hotels are situated in Opatija which is, together with its riviera, famous for its beauty and tradition 
in tourism, dating from the period of Habsburg monarchy. Beautiful nature, parks, old Austrian villas, promenades by the 
sea and exquisite beaches attract European and worldwide tourists for more than 160 years. Opatija is the leading tourist 
destination in Croatia when it comes to congress tourism. Numerous festivals, concerts and other cultural and sporting 
events are worth  visiting  during the whole year.

The highest number of fi ve star hotels is in the  extreme south of Croatia. This area is interesting for tourists because 
of Dubrovnik, an old town which  was built in the ancient 7th century. It is a worldwide cultural heritage monument whose 
sights are under the protection of UNESCO, and it catches the attention of many tourists and tourist ships. Dubrovnik 
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Abstract 

The  purpose of this research was to establish the diversity of sports-recreation in Croatian fi ve star hotels.  In the 
sample there are 11 hotels which are geographically grouped in three regions, and each of these regions is very  appealing 
for tourists. The data of each hotel was found on the Internet, and after that every activity was classifi ed according to 
the following division: 1) water activities 2) wellness programs 3) sports games programs 4) individual sporting and 
recreational activities 5) leisure time activities 6) outdoor activities 7) extreme sports-recreation programs 8) sports 
animation. Hotels Ambasador and Croatia provide the widest and the best offer. As the number of tourists who wish to 
spend their free time actively, in a certain destination, is growing every day, development strategy in Croatia should be 
based on a high number of high quality hotels, which will provide wide sports- recreational potential
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Introduction

In this paper the emphasis is on sports, or on the potential of sports-recreational . Today sport is present in all activities 
connected with free time, relaxation, health and holidays. Sport is increasingly introduced in tourism, resulting in various 
types of tourism. But still sport does not have the position or the signifi cance that is should have.    

The purpose of this research is to analyze sports-recreational potential in Croatian fi ve star hotels.The data was 
collected by searching through the web pages on the Internet. This research also gave us the  whole insight in  hotel 
capacity  with regard to the category and the characteristics of the regions in which fi ve star hotels are situated. In Croatia 
there are 677 hotels which are classifi ed in fi ve categories (table 1). Since Croatia is a tourist country in development, 
the number of hotels will increase in the future, as will the quality, which can be seen in a growing number of four and 
fi ve star hotels. Of all the hotels, only 11, or 1,5%, are of the highest category. Croatia is abundant with world famous 
and admired natural  landmarks, as just a few countries in the Mediteran. Croatia should aim for quality, and in some 
tourist centers with long tradition, even to elite tourism. Without additional 20, 000 beds with four or fi ve stars we will 
lose the race with our competition, because the number of demanding tourists who want this kind of accommodation, is 
growing each day. We have 250 one or two star hotels, but it is getting harder for them to fi nd clients. Just to compare, 
in Italy there are 250 fi ve star hotels, and in Croatia only 11 (Verković, 2005). So it is important to increase the number 
of high quality hotels with a suitable offer. 

Table 1. Number of hotels according to categorization

Category * ** *** **** ***** All together

Number of hotels 48 202 340 76 11 677

Source: http://www.croatia.hr

* Young researcher award
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is listed on all Adriatic cruise maps. Its surroundings is also interesting, there are two national parks nearby, Kornati 
and Mljet. The center of Konavle,  a beautiful district on the south of Croatia, is Cavtat, a town with the biggest fi ve star 
hotel in Croatia, named “Croatia”.

As a small tourist country Croatia should base its offer on the following advantages which will motivate tourists to 
choose it as their destination (Avelini-Holjevac, 2002):

- Undestroyed nature
- Healthy food
- Entertainment
- Sports

 

Methods

The data about 11 fi ve star hotels in Croatia was collected on the Internet. Most hotels have their own web page, with 
numerous links important for the visitors, for example, location, rooms, connection, services, gastronomy, and what is 
most interesting for us, sports and entertainment. But, sports- recreational potential for some hotels was not so easy to 
fi nd, so I had to search for that information on the pages of the agency that sells their board and lodgings, while some 
hotels, like the Ambasador, have special attachments within their offer, where you can fi nd the data about the length of 
the trekking track, the height of the starting point, the equipment necessary for some activities, and many other details.

The sample of entities is made by all the sports or activities of sports recreation that can be found on those pages. 
That sample does not cover all the possible sports or activities of sports recreation for people to be involved in, or the 
activities that are possibly present in the hotel but are not presented on the Internet. 

Diversity of activities and sports, in which tourists take part in outside their permanent residence, confi rm the fact that 
active relaxation has became the choice of a great number of guests. Variables are defi ned based on the existing theories in 
kinesiology in the fi eld of sports recreation. Eight variables were used (Bartoluci and Andrijašević, 1999; Trkulja Petković, 
Ciliga and Pavičić, 2004): 1) water activities 2) wellness programs 3) sports games programs 4) individual sporting and 
recreational activities 5) leisure time activities 6) outdoor activities 7) attractive/extreme sports-recreation programs 8) 
sports animation. Every sports activity, based on assessment of the author, is categorized in one of the variables.            

Recreation activities have several meanings (Berc-Radišić, 2004):

a) they make the stay in a hotel and in a certain destination more interesting and complete

b)  they contribute to preserve and improve physical and mental abilities and the  complete health status of  tourists             

c)  they increase the attraction of hotels, and the interest of tourists for hotels

d)  they increase the income of hotels 

 

Results 

Based on the Internet  research there is an evident difference in sports-recreational offer from hotel to hotel. The 
complete sports-recreational offer of each hotel with all the activities is presented in table 3.

The emphasis here will be on those activities which are new, specifi c for a certain hotel, and could be very interesting 
for  tourism in Croatia.

1) Water Activities

Water activities include school and training such as swimming, sailing, rowing, renting of the equipment of diving, 
kayaking, water skiing, tours and excursions. Hotels situated  on Adriatic coast are in advantage in comparison with 
inland hotels, because some activities are possible to perform only on big bodies of water such as sailing or diving 
or exclusively on the sea. These activities hotels usually leave  to the local organizer, who then conducts them in the 
hotel’s premises. There is a diving centre in almost every hotel, and they also offer many different recreational activities 
(Ambasador, Croatia, Dubrovnik Palace). Sailing and windsurfi ng is only offered in Ambasador, while boat excursions 
are only conducted  at Mozart in Opatija.

2) Wellness programs

As the word itself says, this includes activities  with a well known good feeling. Here are listed activities which we do in 
our free time, and because of that there are no strict rules for doing them. All these activities infl uence our psychophysical 
abilities if they are conducted through a longer period of time. Wellness and fi tness activities have been included in the 
offer for years, and are acceptable to most hotels, but not all of them are of the same quality. The Ambassador has three 
welness programs (Relax, Antistress and Meditation and Yoga). In almost every hotel there is a fi tness gym (Croatia, 
Dubrovnik, Palace, Excelsior, Grand villa Argentina, Millenium, Sheraton, The Regent Esplanade, Westin).
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3) Sports Games Programs

Cooperation between the members of the team is very important for these kinds of programs, because the result depends 
on that cooperation. The goal is to win against the rival team, or to reach a certain achievement which is judged according 
to aesthetic criteria. These programs stimulate the development of interpersonal relationships, friendships and diminish 
the feeling of loneliness. The most common activity is beach volleyball, which is present at most destinations (Ambasador, 
Croatia, Bežanec Castle, W.A. Mozart). Of all other sports games, we only have basketball in hotel Croatia.

4) Iindividual Sporting and  Recreational Activities

 In distinction from the previous category here the result  depends only on the abilities and skills of the individual. 
Activities that can be performed here do not depend on other people, or on the space, time and duration. These sports 
are available in following hotels: riding (Ambasador, Bežanec Castle), tennis (Ambasador, Croatia, Dubrovnik Palace, 
Millenium, Bežanec Castle). When it comes to other sports, you can play table-tennis in Croatia, and you can relax with 
badminton in Bežanec Castle.

5) Leisure Time Activities

When on vacation, your goal does not always have to be to win or to make a good result. The goal can be the activity 
itself, pleasure, relaxation, having fun, or a good feeling. Here activities can be divided on those with kinesiological 
character (e.g. bocce) and with sociological character (eg. chess). Three hotels have archery (Ambasador, Croatia, Bežanec 
Castle). In “Croatia”, besides with bow and arrow, you can also shoot with air-gun. There are billiards in Croatia, Bežanec 
Castle and Excelsior. In Croatia we have bocce and darts.

6) Outdoor Activities

In today’s way of life people often use every chance to go to the country, to escape from the urbanization and to go to 
nature, so these programs are very popular in our destinations.  These programs are used very often, because they do not 
require any  other equipment except clean environment. You can fi nd walking and jogging paths in Croatia, Dubrovnik 
Palace and W. A. Mozart. You can also jogg in Regent Esplanade. If you want to rent and ride a bike, then you should 
come to Bežanec Castle and Mozart. In the Ambasador you can try one new activity- trekking, while Bežanec Castle 
offers moped rides.

7) Attractive/Extreme Sports- Recreational Program

What is interesting and attractive in these programs are the excitement  as well as danger. Each day more and more 
of these activities appear, but there is even a greater number of consumers. When it comes to this programs, only two 
hotels  have attractions in their offer. For example, if you want to enjoy in the panoramic hot-air balloon fl ight, or spend 
your day hunting, then Bežanec Castle is the right place for you. The Ambasador, thanks to two animators in its team, 
has a very good offer of team building program, which includes activites like paintball, fi re, the wall, cobweb, orientation 
games, treasure hunt, water balloons and paragliding.

Table 3. Complete sports- recreational offer  

Ambasador

1) Diving, Windsurf, Sailing 2) Fitnesss, Wellnes (Relax, Antistress, Meditation and Yoga) 3) Volleyball 4) Tennis, , Riding 5) 

Archery 6) Treking, Biking  7) Team Building (Fire, Paintball, The wall, Cobweb, Water balloons, Terasure hunt, Orientation games, 

Paragliding 8)Two sports animators

Croatia

1) Water sports (Diving, Water skiing, Kayaking, Rental scooter) 2) Gymnasium, Massagge, Morning gym, Aqua aerobic, Aerobic 

3) Beach volleyball, Basketball 4)Tennis, Table tennis 5) Darts, Billiards, French balls, Target shooting (Rifle, Archery) 6) Walking, 

jogging 8)One sports animator

Dubrovnik

Palace
1) Dive center 2) Fitness, Gym, Jacuzzi, Thalassotherapy  centre, Sauna 4) Tennis 6) Jogging, Walking

Bežanec

Castle
3) Volleyball 4) Riding, Tennis, Badminton 5) Billiards, Archery 6) Bikes, Mopeds 7) Flying a hot-air balloon, Hunting by arrangment 

Excelsior 2) Fitness, Gymnasium, Jacuzzi, Massagge and Beauty treatments, Turkish bath, Steam room, 4) Pool table

Grand villa

Argentina
2) Fitness, Aquatic activities, Wellnes centre, Sauna 8) Energy Clinic staff

Millenium 2) Fitness, Underwater massagge, Whirpool, Wellness program, Finnish sauna, Steam bath, Solarium, Massagge 4) Tennis

Sheraton 2) Fitness, Whirpool

The Regent

Esplanade
2) Health club, Saunas, Fitness room 6) Jogging

Westin 2) Solarium, Fitness rooms, Massagge, Heated indoor pool, Sauna

W.A. Mozart 1) Water skiing, Banana skiing, Boat excursion 3) Beach volleyball 6) Biking, Walking, Jogging
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8) Sports Animation

Large hotels should have organizers and animators of recreational activities. Their main duty would be to make sure 
that all recreational activities are in function and to meet the needs and satisfaction of the guests.They are also the best 
way for the hotel-manager to get the feedback from the guest when it comes to sports- recreation but also for everything 
else.  In the Ambasador two leaders created very good, modern and attractive sports-recreational offer, which every hotel 
would be proud of. In “Croatia” there is also sports animation and a weekly practice program, with nine activities, which 
are organized and conducted by one sports animator. In Grand villa Argentina the staff of Energy Clinic will take you 
through fi tness exercises and help you with your water exercises.

Discussion

In Croatia there are 677 hotels which are classifi ed in fi ve categories, and only 11 of those are fi ve star hotels. These 
11 hotels are grouped in three regions, each of which is specifi c in its own way: Zagreb, Opatija and Dubrovnik. Since 
the competition in tourism is growing every day, Croatia should increase the number of four and fi ve star hotels, and not 
just in these three regions, but in the whole country.

Going through the web pages we were trying to get to know and to emphasize  the position of activities of sports-
recreation in each hotel. Two hotels which have the widest and the best offer are the Ambasador and Croatia. The 
acknowledged differences take us to the conclusion that the same programs can not be conducted in every hotel, but each 
hotel needs to make its own original sports-recreational offer according to fi nancial possibilities, position of the hotel, 
guests interests, and available specialized staff.  

It is necessary to work out a startegy which will coordinate the criteria of the development of the hotel itself, but also 
of its sports-recerational programs. Specialized staff must have the key role in creating these kinds of programs which 
will enable quality and meaningful stay in a hotel.
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